Introductory Camp
Terms and Conditions

IntroCee
August 15, 2022

Article 1. Definitions

In these Terms and Conditions the following definitions hold:

a) Cover: Study Association Cover
b) IntroCee: The committee of Cover responsible for organizing the Introductory Camp.
c) Introductory Camp: The Introductory Camp that will take place between the 9th and the 11th of September 2022, organized by the IntroCee.
d) Participation fee: The costs of enrolment, services and facilities offered at the Introductory Camp.
e) Participant: Person who has registered for the Introductory Camp.

Article 2. Applicability

a) These terms and conditions are applicable to: All participants of Introductory Camp of Cover, organized by the IntroCee.
b) Deviations from, and additions to, these terms and conditions are valid if and only if these are made known on the website of the IntroCee, or when they are explicitly, and written, agreed upon.

Article 3. Data

a) The IntroCee guarantees the correctness, completeness and reliability of the information she provides.
b) In case of a dispute, the information published on the website of the IntroCee will be used as a starting point.
c) The content of the Introductory Camp is determined by the information as published by the IntroCee on the website, or other publications of the IntroCee. The IntroCee is not bound by any manifested errors or mistakes. The IntroCee cannot be held responsible for any content provided by third parties.
d) The IntroCee will treat the data, provided by the participant on the registration form, in a confidential manner according to Cover’s privacy statement.

Article 4. Enrolment

a) The agreement between the IntroCee, Cover and the participant is established through registration on the website.

b) The registration period is from the 10th of August 2022 until the 5th of September 2022.

c) Registration is completed when a confirmation has been received.

d) Enrolment obliges the participant to pay the participation fee, together with the costs of goods and services purchased during the Introductory Camp. For further provisions on cancellation, see article 7.

e) During the registration the participant is able to provide preferences with respect to the services and facilities provided by the IntroCee. The IntroCee care to take these preferences into account as much as possible. No rights can be derived from this.

Article 5. Enrolment Policy

a) The initial deadline of registration will be at the 28th of August 2022.

b) The final deadline of registration will be at the 5th of September 2022.

c) In case of more than 150 registrations before or on the initial deadline a drawing of lots will be held to decide the participants. During this drawing of lots the following places have been reserved: 120 places for first year students; 25 places for the IntroCee, for emergency response officers, and for the board of Cover, for the candidate board of Cover, for photographers, and for sound crew. Any remaining spots will be divided amongst the remaining senior students that are registered, in a manner as described in article 5.d. Any remaining registrations will be placed on a waiting list. In case of a spare spot, a new participant from this list will be selected by a drawing of lots keeping the previously mentioned constraints in mind.

d) All senior student enrolments that are not automatically accepted for the camp based on their positions within the association are subject to a draw.

e) For the senior Artificial Intelligence and Computing Science students there is a weighted draw, which will take place on the 31st of August 2022. The weights of each participant in the drawing are calculated as follows: There is a maximum weight of 10. The weight of each person declines by 1 for each year they’ve been a member of Cover. All committee members of Cover get their weight increased by 2. Mentors get their final weight increased by a factor of 1.5.

f) For senior students who don’t study Artificial Intelligence or Computing Science any longer, but who are still a member of Cover an alternative draw takes place, with the weights being applied in the same way as mentioned above.

1Link to Cover’s privacy statement: https://sd.svcover.nl/Privacy%20Statement/Privacy%20Statement.pdf
g) This weighted draws will result in two lists, which determine the order in which the senior students are admitted to the camp. The list for the non-AI and non-CS members is appended to the original list.

h) Any registrations after the initial deadline will be handled on a 'first come, first serve' basis.

i) The IntroCee retains the right to, without giving reasons, provide (or deny) people with the right to participate in the Introductory Camp.

j) Registration, and all resulting obligations and rights, come to expire when a participant is not enrolled during the drawing in case there are more than 150 registrations.

k) In the case of misconduct, before or during the Introductory Camp, the IntroCee is free to exclude the concerning participant(s) from further participation of the camp. The participant(s) will still be obliged to pay the participation fee to Cover.

Article 6. Payment

a) The participation fee differs for first-year and senior students, they are as follows:
   (i) First-year student: €45 (forty five euros)
   (ii) Senior student: €55 (fifty five euros)

b) The final amount consists of the participation fee, together with the cost of goods and services purchased during the Introductory Camp.

c) The participant authorises study association Cover (SEPA Creditor Identifier: NL48ZZZ400267070000) to deduct the final amount below from the participant's bank account, as provided during registration, through SEPA Direct Debit.

d) The payment will be collected after the Introductory Camp. Cover will send the participant a notification email at least 3 days in advance.

Article 7. Cancellation

a) Cancellation of registration by the participant can only occur in writing, with reasoning.

b) In case of cancellation, the participant is still obliged to pay the Participation fee, barring special exceptions to be reviewed by the IntroCee. Only in case of cancellation before the initial deadline of registration there are no costs. After the initial deadline the participant is obliged to payment of the following fees:
   (i) Cancellation after the initial deadline of registration (23rd of August 2022) and before the final deadline of registration (25th of August 2022): Half amount.
   (ii) Cancellation after the final deadline of registration (31st of August 2022): Full amount.

c) Short-term cancellation due to unforeseen circumstances does not remove any obligations from the participant to, after the deadline of registration, pay the participation fee.
Article 8. Accountability

a) The accountability of the IntroCee is limited to which is agreed in these terms and conditions. responsible for organizing the Introductory Camp.

b) The IntroCee is not accountable for any damage that is the result of:
   
   (i) Shortcomings in the implementation of the agreement based on conditions which are attributable to the participant, including damage as a result of health conditions of the participant.
   
   (ii) Actions and influences of third parties.
   
   (iii) Conditions which are not due to the fault of the IntroCee and/or, under the law or standards in social interaction, cannot be reasonably attributed to the IntroCee.

c) The IntroCee is not accountable for any damage of the participant due to incorrect or incomplete information provided by the IntroCee to the participant.

d) The IntroCee is not accountable for any indirect or consequential damage as a result of actions of the participant. Damages caused by the participant leading to costs will be charged to the participant, under the law or standards of social interaction.

Article 9. Alcohol and Drugs

a) Participants are not allowed to bring alcoholic drinks of their own. Any such drinks shall be confiscated by the IntroCee.

b) The consumption of alcohol under the age of 18 is not allowed. If anyone is found to be in violation of this rule the IntroCee has the right to remove the participant from the camp at his own expenses (for example with the use of a taxi).

c) The use of unprescribed drugs is prohibited. If anyone is found under the influence of any of these drugs, the IntroCee has the right to remove the participant from the camp at his own expenses (for example with the use of a taxi).